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Abstract
Despite recent advances in bringing agent-based models (ABMs) to the data, the estimation or
calibration of model parameters remains a challenge, especially when it comes to large-scale agent-
based macroeconomic models. Most methods, such as the method of simulated moments (MSM),
require in-the-loop simulation of new data, which may not be feasible for such computationally heavy
simulation models.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a proof-of-concept of a generic empirical validation method-
ology for such large-scale simulation models. We introduce an alternative ‘large-scale’ empirical val-
idation approach, and apply it to the Eurace@Unibi macroeconomic simulation model (Dawid et al.,
2016). This model was selected because it displays strong emergent behaviour and is able to generate
a wide variety of nonlinear economic dynamics, including endogenous business- and financial cycles.
In addition, it is a computationally heavy simulation model, so it fits our targeted use-case.
The validation protocol consists of three stages. At the first stage we use Nearly-Orthogonal
Latin Hypercube sampling (NOLH) in order to generate a set of 513 parameter combinations with
good space-filling properties. At the second stage we use the recently developed Markov Information
Criterion (MIC) to score the simulated data against empirical data. Finally, at the third stage we
use stochastic kriging to construct a surrogate model of the MIC response surface, resulting in an
interpolation of the response surface as a function of the parameters. The parameter combinations
providing the best fit to the data are then identified as the local minima of the interpolated MIC
response surface.
The Model Confidence Set (MCS) procedure of Hansen et al. (2011) is used to restrict the set of
model calibrations to those models that cannot be rejected to have equal predictive ability, at a given
confidence level. Validation of the surrogate model is carried out by re-running the second stage of
the analysis on the so identified optima and cross-checking that the realised MIC scores equal the
MIC scores predicted by the surrogate model.
The results we obtain so far look promising as a first proof-of-concept for the empirical validation
methodology since we are able to validate the model using empirical data series for 30 OECD countries
and the euro area. The internal validation procedure of the surrogate model also suggests that the
combination of NOLH sampling, MIC measurement and stochastic kriging yields reliable predictions
of the MIC scores for samples not included in the original NOLH sample set. In our opinion, this is
a strong indication that the method we propose could provide a viable statistical machine learning
technique for the empirical validation of (large-scale) ABMs.
Keywords: Statistical machine learning; surrogate modelling; empirical validation.
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Non-Technical Summary
Despite recent advances in bringing agent-based models (ABMs) to the data, the estimation
or calibration of model parameters remains a challenge, especially when it comes to large-scale
agent-based macroeconomic models. Most methods, such as the method of simulated moments
(MSM), require in-the-loop simulation of new data, which may not be feasible for models that are
computationally heavy to simulate. Nevertheless, because ABMs are becoming an important tool
for policy making it is a relevant issue to be able to validate them properly, so that they can be
compared to other policy-related models.
Our work proposes a new 3-stage protocol for validating computationally demanding simulation
models, based on previous work by Salle & Yildizoglu (2014). The major advantage of this protocol
is that it relies on a set of metrologies that are all available as ‘off-the-shelf’ software, requiring
only a coordination of their implementation:
1. Efficient sampling & Data generation: The protocol start by generating an efficient sampling
of the parameter space of the ABM, using the Near-Orthogonal Latin Hypercube (NOLH)
design of Cioppa and Lucas (2007). This is followed by the generation of simulated data
using the ABM on the sample points provided by the NOLH. This is the computationally
heavy step, which only needs to be performed once.
2. Probabilistic modelling using MIC scoring & Empirical data: The simulated data is first used
to train the Markov Information Criterion (MIC) algorithm of Barde (2016a,2016b) on each
sample point, which is then scored on the empirical data. This is provides a ‘response surface’
by mapping from the pre-determined set of NOLH parameter calibration points into a fitness
landscape using the MIC score as the fitness metric.
3. Surrogate modeling of MIC Response Surface using kriging: In the final stage we use kriging
(Krige, 1951) to generate a surrogate model of the set of MIC responses and obtain an
interpolated ‘MIC response surface’. By optimizing over this simpler model it is relatively
quick to find new candidate sample points with possibly better performance.
The 3-stage protocol is applied to the Eurace@Unibi model of Dawid et al. (2016,2017). This
macroeconomic ABM displays strong emergent behaviour and is able to generate a wide variety of
nonlinear economic dynamics, including endogenous business and financial cycles. In addition, it
is a computationally heavy simulation model, so it fits our targeted use-case. The empirical data
used for the analysis consists of monthly data for 3 macroeconomic data (Industrial production,
CPI and unemployment rate) from 30 OECD countries and the Eurozone.
Following the first step of the protocol 513 distinct sample points are generated using an NOLH
design for 8 core parameters of the model. The simulated data generated in the first stage consists
of 1000 simulated series of 1000 time periods for each sample point. Because a single series requires
13 minutes and 20 seconds to run, generating the full set requires 114,000 CPU hours. While using
a High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster speeds up the process, Eurace@unibi remains a
heavy model to simulate. By contrast, the scoring of the data using the MIC in the second stage
only requires a modest 513 CPU hours.
The results obtained by applying the protocol to the Eurace@unibi model are promising, as
tight estimated are obtained for several parameters of the Eurace@unibi. The quality of the
kriging model is tested by re-running the protocol on a new sample of points obtained through
the optimistion of the response surface, and by verifying that the predicted MIC values provided
by the kriging model match the realised MIC score obtained through the validation exercise. The
very high correlation (0.926) between the MIC scores predicted by the kriging model and the ones
obtained by re-running the entire protocol confirms that kriging provides an accurate interpolation
of the MIC response surface.
While this exercise provides a successful proof-of-concept for the protocol, particularly the
kriging stage, several weaknesses are identified. A first is the fact that the NOLH design cannot
be extended easily if further samples are required. This can be remedied by using another design,
such as a sobol sequence, which can be extended more easily. Another weakness is the fact that the
MIC measurement relies on univariate conditioning, which probably introduces measurement errors
when used in a multivariate setting and reduces the accuracy of the response surface. Solving this
problem requires using a multivariate version of the MIC, which is the focus of ongoing research.
1 Introduction
Despite recent advances in bringing agent-based models (ABMs) to the data, the estimation or cali-
bration of model parameters remains a challenge, especially when it comes to large-scale agent-based
macroeconomic models. Most methods, such as the method of simulated moments (MSM), require in-
the-loop simulation of new data, which may not be feasible for models that are computationally heavy
to simulate.1 Nevertheless, ABMs are becoming an important tool for policy making and it is therefore
a relevant issue to be able to compare ABMs to other policy-related models:
“With regard to policy analysis with structural macroeconomic models, an important question
is how agent-based models can be used to deliver answers to the type of questions policy
makers typically ask of DSGE models. [...] A comparison of agent-based and DSGE models
with regard to such questions should be tremendously useful for practical macroeconomic
policy analysis.” (Wieland et al., 2012, p.12).
Currently two main challenges exist for agent-based macroeconomists: bringing their models to the
data and bringing them to the policy-makers. To address the Lucas Critique (Lucas, 1976) agent-
based modellers should generate models that are both empirically validated and policy-relevant. For
such empirically and policy-relevant ABMs, the replication of stylized facts does not appear to be a
strong enough criterion for model selection since in principle multiple underlying causal structures could
generate the same statistical dependencies and therefore match the same set of stylized facts equally
well (Guerini and Moneta, 2016). In this view, model comparison and selection should occur at the
level of the underlying causal structures, rather than at the level of the statistical dependencies that
result from these structures. According to this approach, the objective for policy-relevant ABMs should
be to minimize the distance between the causal mechanisms incorporated in the ABM and the causal
mechanisms that underlie the real-world data generating process (RW DGP). At this stage, developing
more rigorous methods to compare such causal mechanisms is one of the most important open problems
in the agent-based modelling community. Resolving this issue will undoubtedly strengthen the reliability,
trust and confidence that both academics and policy-makers put in the policy recommendations coming
from such models.
An alternative approach is to remain agnostic about the underlying causal structures and instead try to
match the conditional probability structures that are embedded in the data. In this view, the appropriate
method for model comparison and selection is to minimize the distance between two distributions, namely
the distribution of the data resulting from the model and the distribution of the empirical data. This is
the approach we have adopted here.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a proof-of-concept of a generic empirical validation methodol-
ogy for such large-scale simulation models. We introduce an alternative ‘large-scale’ empirical validation
approach, and apply it to the Eurace@Unibi macroeconomic simulation model (Dawid et al., 2016). This
model was selected because it displays strong emergent behaviour and is able to generate a wide variety
of nonlinear economic dynamics, including endogenous business- and financial cycles. In addition, it is a
computationally heavy simulation model, so it fits our targeted use-case.2
Our example application uses a large-scale agent-based macroeconomic model, but in principle the
method is agnostic about the underlying DGP. For our method it is irrelevant how the model is imple-
mented or how it is simulated, as long as the simulator produces sequential time series data. In addition,
the model validation technique that we propose is applicable to any model structure (predictor device)
that formally can be represented as a finite-state machine with closed suffix set (FSMX, Rissanen, 1986),
or equivalently, by a finite-order Markov process. Most, if not all, computational models in economics
can be represented using such formalisms.
In developing our method we rely on the literature on Design and Analysis of Simulation Experiments
(DASE, Kleijnen, 2007), which emphasizes the importance of a good Design of Experiments (DoE). This
1A possibility for in-the-loop parameter adjustments would be to use computational steering methods, see Wagner et al.
(2010), who develop an interactive data exploration framework. The parameter adjustments can take place either within-
simulation (parameters are adjusted during a simulation run), or post-mortem-simulation (parameter adjustments occur
after a simulation has finished).
2To illustrate the computational load, we required approximately 128,250 CPU hours to produce the simulation data
needed for the parameter calibrations reported in this paper.
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is particularly important when dealing with computationally heavy simulation models or data-intensive
methodologies, such a laboratory or field experiments, where the experimenter is not able to generate
unrestricted amounts of data. In such cases a sequence of carefully designed experiments is required
to obtain a sufficient amount of data to cover the range of possible outcomes. In addition, we adopt
a Response Surface Methodology (Box and Wilson, 1951), to ensure the validation protocol is able to
handle computationally heavy simulation models. Broadly speaking, our proposed methodology consists
of three stages, following Salle and Yıldızog˘lu (2014):
1. Start with an experimental design and efficient sampling method, followed by data generation using
the simulation model (computationally heavy step).
2. Training and scoring by considering the simulated data as a ‘response surface’ of the model. That
is, as a mapping from a pre-determined set of parameter calibration points into a fitness landscape
using the MIC score as fitness metric.
3. Surrogate modelling and validation by optimizing over the interpolated ‘MIC response surface’ to
find new candidate sample points with possibly better performance.
At the first stage (experimental design, efficient sampling and data generation), we use the Nearly-
Orthogonal Latin Hypercube sampling (NOLH) method of (Cioppa, 2002; Cioppa and Lucas, 2007)
to generate an efficient experimental design matrix consisting of 513 parameter combinations for eight
structural parameters of the Eurace@Unibi model. The resulting sample of the parameter space has two
important properties which will be critical for the third stage. Firstly, the sample has good space-filling
properties, ensuring good coverage of the parameter space. Secondly, the obtained parameter vectors
are nearly orthogonal to each other, increasing the effectiveness of the surrogate model. Once the 513
sample points (parameter calibrations) have been generated by the NOLH sampling method these are
used to generate corresponding sets of simulated time series using Monte Carlo simulations of the ABM
with 1,000 replication runs per sample.
At the second stage (training and scoring) we use the recently developed Markov Information Criterion
(MIC, developed by Barde, 2016a,b) to score the synthetic data sets against the empirical data using
macroeconomic target variables for 30 OECD countries and the euro area. The MIC methodology is a
generalization of the standard concept of an information criterion to any model that is reducible to a
finite-order Markov process. Its main feature of interest is that different models can be scored against an
empirical data set using merely the simulated time series data, remaining agnostic about the underlying
causal mechanisms and without the need to construct a statistical structure. In order to learn the Markov
transition probabilities of the underlying DGP, the Context Tree Weighting algorithm (CTW, developed
by Willems et al., 1995) is applied to the simulated time series, yielding the conditional probabilities
required to score each model against the empirical data. The CTW algorithm is proven to provide an
optimal learning performance, in the sense that it achieves the theoretical lower bound on the learning
error. As explained in Barde (2016a), this means that a bound correction procedure can be applied to the
raw CTW score to correct the measurement error due to learning, thus enabling an accurate measurement
of the informational distance between the model and the data.
By considering the model as an input/output response function, i.e. as a mapping from a space of
inputs/parameter calibrations into a space of outputs/variables, we use the MIC score as a fitness measure
for each parameter calibration. This concept is then used to construct a ‘model response surface’ that
we call the ‘MIC Response Surface’ of the model consisting of the MIC scores for the 513 NOLH sample
points. This surface is a fitness landscape over which we interpolate and minimize in the third stage.
At the third stage (surrogate modelling and validation) we use stochastic kriging (Krige, 1951; Klei-
jnen, 2017) to construct a surrogate model of the ‘MIC Response Surface’ generated at stage two. The
surrogate model is an interpolation between the realized MIC scores yielding predicted MIC scores for
model calibrations that have not yet been tried, possibly resulting in new sample points that are promising
candidates for better model calibrations with higher fitness/lower MIC scores. We proceed by identifying
the local minima across the interpolated MIC Response Surface, selecting those parameter combinations
that provide the lowest predicted MIC score, i.e. providing the best fit to the empirical data by mini-
mizing the relative Kullback-Leibler distance. Next, validation of the surrogate model is carried out by
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generating supplementary training data for the newly identified best parametrisations using the original,
computationally heavy, simulation model. After re-running the second stage of the analysis on these
supplementary samples and cross-checking the realised MIC values against the predicted MIC scores of
the surrogate model, we are able to confirm whether or not the surrogate model is able to detect local
MIC minima of the MIC Response Surface. Such an internal validation procedure could be seen as an
in-sample prediction test of the surrogate model.3
The results we obtain so far look promising as a first proof-of-concept for the methodology since
we are able to validate the model using the empirical data sets for 30 OECD countries and the euro
area. The internal validation procedure of the surrogate model also suggests that the combination of
NOLH sampling, MIC measurement and stochastic kriging yields reliable predictions of the MIC scores
for samples that are outside of the original NOLH sample set. In our opinion, this is a strong indication
that the method we propose could provide a viable statistical machine learning technique for the empirical
validation of (large-scale) ABMs.
This rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of related literature.
Section 3 provides an overview of our methodology. Section 4 gives a brief overview of the model, the
parameters selected for calibration, and the empirical data that we used. Section 5 discusses the results.
Section 6 concludes with a discussion of current limitations of the protocol and suggestions for future
extensions.
2 Literature
2.1 Key challenges for ABM validation
Ten years ago Windrum et al. (2007) identified several key issues concerning the empirical validation of
ABMs in response to a perceived lack of discipline and robustness in the field of agent-based modelling
in economics. The first issue is that the neoclassical community has consistently developed a core set
of theoretical models and applied these to a wide range of issues. On the other hand, the agent-based
community had not yet done so. A second issue is the lack of comparability between different ABMs:
“Not only do the models have different theoretical content but they seek to explain strikingly different
phenomena. Where they do seek to explain similar phenomena, little or no in-depth research has been
undertaken to compare and evaluate their relative explanatory performance.” (ibid., p. 198). Finally,
a third issue is the relationship between ABMs and the empirical data: “[E]mpirical validation involves
examining the extent to which the output traces generated by a particular model approximate reality.”
(ibid.).
Over the course of the last ten years the agent-based modelling community has tackled the first of
these important issues successfully, namely to apply the same ABMs to different policy questions and to
adopt standard modelling tools. Examples run from agent-based macroeconomic models with deliberately
simple structures that focus on a single market transmission mechanism (Arifovic et al., 2013; Assenza
and Delli Gatti, 2013; De Grauwe and Macchiarelli, 2015; Riccetti et al., 2015) to models with a more
holistic perspective that model a system of integrated markets (Mandel et al., 2010; Dosi et al., 2010;
Dawid et al., 2016).4 The field is at a stage where several large-scale, agent-based macroeconomic models
have been constructed with the specific purpose of performing macroeconomic policy analyses (see e.g.,
Dosi et al., 2015; Dawid et al., 2017) and this now necessitates bringing these models to the data.
Progress has been slower, however, on the two issues of model comparison and empirical validation.
A key debate, presented below, is to clarify what the goals of empirical validation of ABMs should be.
The existing macro-ABMs are all slightly different in scope and in scale, mainly due to their application
to different policy domains. This makes a comparison of their predictive accuracy an important aspect
that needs to be investigated.5
3Note that the additional training data set produced after the kriging step is minor in relation to the initial data volume
that needs to be generated for the original training data at stage 1. The supplementary data is needed in order to refine
the empirical parameter validation at stage 3.
4Since these macro-ABMs do not assume a priori that there is simultaneous market clearing, but also do not assume that
all markets are in disequilibrium all of the time, it would perhaps be more appropriate to characterize them as ’integrated
market models’, rather than as general (dis)equilibrium models.
5Indeed, even if two models share exactly the same model structure – for example, if they have the same market structure
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The current paper seeks to address the second and third issues identified above by offering a method-
ology for model comparison and model selection against an empirical dataset. This method can be used
to bridge the gap between model selection/comparison and model calibration/estimation since it works
on the basis of a pre-existing set of parameter calibrations with no new parameter calibrations being
generated iteratively (no in-the-loop simulation).
2.2 Validation concepts and methods for ABM
In order to provide some clarity within the wide array of different modelling choices, we classify current
models in the Agent-based Macroeconomics literature into two main groups, either small or large-scale
agent-based macroeconomic models (see also Richiardi, 2015 and Salle and Yıldızog˘lu, 2014 for similar
assessments). Due to the distinct approaches it seems quite difficult to make model comparisons or to do
quality assessments, which would explain the lack of a general methodology for model comparison and
empirical estimation. The problem gets aggravated due to the lack of objective model selection criteria
and quantitative measures of fit to data sets.
A generic model classification scheme for model validation is proposed by Epstein and Axtell (1994),
who categorize ABMs into four classes according to their level of empirical relevance:
• Level 0: The model is a caricature of reality, as established through the use of simple graphical
devices (e.g., allowing visualization of agent motion).
• Level 1: The model is in qualitative agreement with empirical macro structures, as established by
plotting, say, distributional properties of the agent population. (This can be associated to matching
stylized facts.)
• Level 2: The model produces quantitative agreement with empirical macrostructures, as established
through on-board statistical estimation routines.
• Level 3: The model exhibits quantitative agreement with empirical microstructures, as determined
from cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis of the agent population.
The current literature on empirical validation of ABMs shows a progression from models at level-1,
concerned with the qualitative matching of stylized facts, to models at level-2, concerned with quantitative
estimation. The focus is currently shifting towards the development of more rigorous empirical validation
techniques. However, all of the approaches that are currently proposed still use macro variables as the
observables. The final step, moving towards models at level-3, would require observables at the micro
level. A challenge for such a truly agent-based estimation methodology is data availability at the level of
individual agents, which would require highly disaggregated data (see also Chen et al., 2014 and Grazzini
and Richiardi, 2014).
Lux and Zwinkels (2017) survey the burgeoning literature on the empirical validation of agent-based
models over the last decade. They discuss various methods for estimation and calibration of ABMs,
covering reduced-form statistical models, Method of Simulated Moments (MSM), numerical Maximum
Likelihood (ML) including Bayesian estimation, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), Sequential Monte
Carlo (SMC), Particle Filter Markov Chain Monte Carlo (PMCMC), and state-space methods. Since it
is not our intention to provide a survey ourselves, below we just mention those contributions from the
literature that are closest to our proposed methodology.
A particular issue of some importance for large-scale ABMs is in-the-loop data simulation versus post-
mortem data analysis. In-the-loop data simulation is often used in estimation algorithms to search the
parameter space by iteratively updating the parameter values and then simulating new data for the new
parameter constellation. This works well when the fitness landscape is smooth and we can use a gradient
search method, but may fail for rugged fitness landscapes. Another issue is that given a computational
budget, a gradient search algorithm may be too costly for computationally heavy simulation models.
For such cases, it may be better to start with a pre-specified, discrete set of parameter constellations
followed by simulations for all points in this restricted space, and to perform a post-mortem analysis of
the generated data sets.
and trading protocols – the application of this model to different policy questions may require to simulate it with a different
population size or with different parameter constellations.
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2.3 Surrogate modelling and meta-modelling
Meta-modelling or surrogate modelling could be a source of theoretical discipline for agent-based modellers
since it forces the modeller to think about how to formulate a problem in terms of a structural, reduced-
form statistical model (Bargigli et al., 2016). The benefit of such a surrogate modelling approach is that
it makes it easier to compare two models. If we want to make a model comparison between two large,
complex ABMs, we could first create a surrogate model of both of them, and then compare the structure
of the two surrogates. The same holds if we want to make a comparison between a model and some
empirical data set. We could first create a surrogate model of the synthetic data set and of the empirical
data set and then compare the two surrogates. However, this may not hold if the modeller adopts a
non-parametric statistical approach or uses machine learning techniques that are purely data-driven and
agnostic about the underlying DGP.
A first surrogate modelling approach is to use a structural reduced-form statistical model as the
metamodel (Gilli and Winker, 2001, 2003; Mandes and Winker, 2016; Bargigli et al., 2016; Guerini and
Moneta, 2016). This method consists of estimating a statistical model on the data produced by the
simulation model. If the original simulation model is a high-dimensional, non-linear stochastic model, a
clear advantage of the reduced-form meta-model is that it can be used to circumvent the curse of dimen-
sionality when used for practical, policy-relevant analyses. However, there are also several challenges, for
example how to select the statistical structure, how many time-lags to use, and how many interaction
terms should be included. An example would be to estimate a SVAR model on both the simulated data
and the empirical data and then compare the two statistical structures (Guerini and Moneta, 2016).
A second method is to use a state-space representation as the metamodel (Salle and Yıldızog˘lu, 2014).
The advantage is that there is no need to specify any pre-defined statistical structure, so we can adopt
a “let the data speak” methodology. A disadvantage of this approach is that the “let the data speak”
methodology does not work in the age of big data, where statistical methods are over-determined by
the data (there is too much of it), and a priori theoretical constraints become necessary to restrict the
statistical methods being used.
A third approach is to use a statistical machine learning technique to directly extract a meta-model
from the data generated by the model (Dosi et al., 2016). This method consists of applying a machine
learning algorithm to the simulated time series data without first having to pre-define any particular
statistical structure. However, since only the model’s observable variables are used, this method remains
at the surface. In particular, it does not take into account the mapping from parameters into observable
variables in terms of a fitness landscape where the measure of fitness is the model’s distance to the data,
as a function of the parameter input.
The approach we take in this paper, which is similar in spirit to the third method, is to use indirect
inference using statistical machine learning techniques. But we first construct intermediate metrics from
the data of the original model, and only then extract a meta-model based on such metrics. The method
consists of extracting the conditional probability structure of the state transition matrix for the underlying
Markov process, using only the time series data from the original model, and then to measure the distance
between the distribution of the simulated data and the distribution of an empirical data series.
The advantage of this approach is that it is purely data-driven and therefore agnostic about the
underlying data generating process. No information is needed about the internal structure of the model
or of the statistical structure of any surrogate model. This makes the method applicable to any process,
even to those for which the data generator is inaccessible. The only requirement is that the data source
is able to generate a sufficient amount of sequential time series data to train the algorithm.
A disadvantage of our method could be that without any information about the internal structure of
the model, the method may be using the data inefficiently. Providing such additional information about
the underlying statistical structure could then enhance the method’s effectiveness. Another possible
problem with this technique could be that meta-modelling using statistical machine learning could lead
to computationally heavy estimation methods. However, a pragmatic trade-off exists between the time
taken by a machine to perform extensive computations versus the time spent by an econometrician or other
scientist to specify the appropriate statistical structure to estimate. Often, the required computational
resources are cheap in comparison to the scientist’s salary. Therefore this method may be said to sacrifice
some efficiency for more generality, favoring a more generic method that is amenable to formalization in
a machine language.
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Resource costs that should be taken into account should not only involve the time it takes to per-
form the computations, but also storage space, maintenance costs of software and hardware, and data
archiving costs. The scientific choice of what is the best modelling approach usually does not take such
considerations into account, but in the era of Big Data Analytics these might have to be taken more
seriously. Furthermore, such computational resource limits may even become prohibitive, depending on
the size of the simulation model and the degree of accuracy required for the selected machine learning
technique. For example, running certain algorithms on large-scale models such as climate models or large
traffic simulations require high-end hardware and software that is usually not available at the level of
individual academic institutions. A possible solution would then be to make use of High performance
computing (HPC) centres which typically concentrate resources between institutions regionally.
3 Methodology
The proposed calibration and validation exercise relies on a combination of four existing methodological
approaches which we detail below. These draw broadly on the recommendations of Barde (2016a,b) and
Salle and Yıldızog˘lu (2014) and provide the major advantage that they are all available as ‘off-the-shelf’
software, requiring only a coordination of their implementation.
3.1 Markov Information Criterion and Model Confidence Set
The Markov Information Criterion (MIC) is a recent model comparison methodology developed in Barde
(2016a) that provides a measurement of the cross entropy between a model and an empirical data set
for any model reducible to a Markov process of arbitrary order. In an analogous manner to a traditional
information criterion (AIC, BIC, etc.), once the cross entropy is measured for each candidate model in
the comparison set, taking differences across models provides a measurement of the relative Kullback and
Leibler (1951) distance between a model and the data. Its key feature compared to other information
criteria, however, is that it only requires an empirical data series and a simulated data series provided by
the model, which makes it particularly appealing to agent-based models.
The intuition behind the MIC measurement is that the observed transitions in the simulated data
from each model can be used to reconstruct the transition matrix for the corresponding Markov process
underlying it. Once the transition matrix of each model is available, it can be used in combination with
the observed transitions in the empirical data to provide a score for each model. In practice, this is done
in two stages. In the first stage, the simulated data is processed using the the Context Tree Weighting
(CTW) algorithm of Willems et al. (1995) in order to reconstruct the transition matrix, which is stored
in a binary context tree. In a second stage, the Elias (1975) algorithm provides the MIC measurement
by measuring the cross entropy of each observation of the empirical data, based on the conditional
probabilities extracted from the context tree.
It is important to point out that the main design priority of the MIC is not the estimation of a
model’s parameters, but instead the provision of an accurate measurement of the distance between a
model and the data, and the ability to statistically test any differences in distance across models to select
between them. The first of these two properties is feasible due to the CTW algorithm that is proven to
optimally reconstruct transition probabilities for all Markov processes of arbitrary order. As pointed out
by Barde (2016a), the implication is that the bias incurred by having to use the frequencies observed in
the simulated data to proxy the true underlying probabilities of the Markov process can also be measured
and corrected, resulting in an unbiased measurement of the cross-entropy.
The second key property of the methodology is that given a set of at least two models, one can test
the statistical significance of differences in the MIC scores across the models. This is possible because the
cross-entropy is measured at the level of each individual observation, thus providing a vector of scores
over the empirical data rather than a single scalar value. As an example, given two models and N
empirical observations, determining if the models are equivalent involves determining whether the mean
of the vector of N MIC score differences is statistically different from zero, following for example Diebold
and Mariano (1995).
More generally, given a set M of candidate models, the statistical identification of the best model
from the N ×M observation-level MIC scores can be carried out using the model confidence set (MCS)
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procedure of Hansen et al. (2011). This method identifies the subset of models M1−α which cannot be
distinguished in terms of their predictive ability at the α% confidence level. As shown in Barde (2016a)
and Barde (2016b), the MCS procedure can easily be integrated with the MIC measurements to provide
a confidence interval in the space of models around the model that is identified as the ‘best fit’ according
to the aggregate MIC scores.
The method of inference underlying the Model Confidence Set procedure is abduction (Peirce, 1997),
also known as retroduction, or inference to the best explanation (Harman, 1965; Lipton, 2004; Halas,
2011). Abduction can be paraphrased as the elimination of implausible explanations from a set of
possible explanations. The MCS consists of only those models that could not be eliminated as possible
explanations of the empirical data.
One important caveat of the methodology, which will be discussed in more detail in Section 5, is that
the current implementation of the MIC protocol (Barde, 2016a) is based on univariate time series. While
theoretically there is no obstacle in mapping a multivariate model to its underlying Markov process
using the CTW algorithm, the exponential increase in the dimension of the state space that results
from integrating multiple variables requires a more efficient implementation of the algorithm, in order
to maintain tractable run-times and memory requirements. As a result, in this paper the overall MIC
scores for each calibration are obtained by summing over the univariate MIC scores for each individual
target variable. This is clearly an extremely simplistic assumption, as it ignores any correlation between
the variables. Nevertheless, this strategy is equivalent to that used in naive Bayes classifiers, where
the features allowing the classification of an instance are treated as strictly independent, even though
they may not be so in reality. Another argument to use the sum of the univariate MICs, rather than a
multivariate variant, is that the MIC scores are in fact log-scores, and therefore summing over them is
similar to taking the sum of log-likelihood scores. The univariate approach used here should therefore be
seen as a first-order approximation, the accuracy of which will be tested by comparing the results to the
results from a multivariate implementation of the MIC protocol in the near future.
3.2 Sampling design points: Nearly-Orthogonal Latin Hypercube Sampling
Because the MIC is not a parameter estimation methodology, but instead a criterion designed to support
model comparison and model selection, it relies on the availability of pre-existing simulated data from a
set of candidate models. Given the objective of this paper to evaluate the ability of the MIC to identify
‘good’ calibrations of the Eurace@Unibi model, this imposes a choice of sampling procedures over the
parameter space of the model.
Following the recommendations of Salle and Yıldızog˘lu (2014), we use the NOLH sampling method
of Cioppa and Lucas (2007) in order to generate a nearly-orthogonal design matrix for the experimental
design. These authors argue that an efficient experimental design requires a sampling from the parameter
space that is orthogonal and possess good space-filling properties. Orthogonality of the parameter vectors
facilitates the identification of the effect of univariate parameter variations on the output variable of
interest, while good space-filling properties ensure there is sufficient coverage of the entire parameter
space as well as a uniform density of sample points across the space.
The NOLH sampling design possesses both of these properties by construction. First of all, the sample
forms a Latin hypercube in the parameter space, therefore every sample point takes a unique value in
each dimension. Given a large enough sample size, this provides a high level of resolution over the
chosen parameter interval. Secondly, while finding exactly orthogonal Latin hypercubes with good space
filling properties can be a difficult problem to solve numerically, Cioppa (2002) shows that it is easier
to construct Latin hypercubes with good space-filling characteristics for which the parameter vectors are
nearly orthogonal.
Using the extension procedure outlined in Cioppa (2002), a 513× 8 design matrix is constructed from
the basic 129× 22 matrix provided in appendix D of that paper. A two-way scatter plot of the sample is
provided in Figure 1. The first benefit of using the NOLH sampling approach for the analysis carried out
here is that it provides flexibility around the central calibration of the model parameters thus enabling
the comparison of the same model calibration to 31 empirical data series.
The second reason is that, as shown in Barde (2016a), when combined with the MIC and MCS
methodologies, the NOLH approach allows for the evaluation of the local sensitivity of the model fit
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Figure 1: Scatter diagram with 513 samples from an 8-dimensional parameter space. Shown are the
projections of R8 onto the 2-parameter subspaces in R2.
with respect to variations in the parameter values, essentially providing a confidence interval over the
parameter space. This will be important in evaluating the ability of the MIC to discriminate amongst
candidate calibrations, which is the main objective of this experiment.
3.3 Surrogate modelling: Stochastic Kriging
As previously stated, one of the aims of this paper is to evaluate the ability of the MIC to serve as the
basis for the generation of a response surface in the parameter space, through the use of a surrogate
model (also known as a meta-model). The motivation is that for large agent-based models the high
dimensionality of the parameter space and the emergent behaviour of the model make it computationally
prohibitive to specify an I/O mapping from the inputs (model parameters) to outputs (target variables).
Instead, the literature suggests to use a surrogate model to approximate the responses of the full-scale
ABM. In our case, the aim is to provide a surrogate model for the MIC values over the parameter space
in order to identify good parameter calibrations.
Following the suggestion by Salle and Yıldızog˘lu (2014) we select stochastic kriging as our surrogate
modelling methodology. The main justification for this is theoretical, as kriging is known to provide
the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP). Furthermore, Salle and Yıldızog˘lu (2014) argue that the
combination of NOLH sampling and kriging is very efficient at providing good surrogate models, due to
the near-orthogonality of the sample vectors and the BLUP property. This property is highly desirable in
our case given the complexity of the Eurace@Unibi model and its relatively high dimensionality in both
parameters and variables.
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Table 1: Notation
M Set of candidate models t No. of observations in data series (1,000)
M Set of selected models m No. of models to compare (513)
|M| No. of selected models n No. of input parameters (8)
K Set of models after kriging q No. of target variables (3)
|K| No. of selected kriging models N No. of empirical data series (31)
Ω Agent state space A No. of agents
ΩA System state space δi partial state transition function
|Ω| No. agent states ∆ system state transition function
A second motivation for this choice is more practical, as the ooDACE toolbox for Matlab already
provides kriging as a direct surrogate modelling method. Given that both the MIC and MCS approaches
developed by Barde (2016a) have also been implemented in Matlab, this allows for the construction of
an integrated protocol using ‘off-the-shelf’ solutions. More specifically, the procedure used for building
the surrogate model for each country is stochastic kriging (SK, see Kleijnen, 2017, Sect. 5), where the
MIC values obtained for each sample point are treated as noisy measurements, as opposed to ordinary
kriging (OK) where the observations are treated as deterministic signals. This is done to account for
the fact that, as shown in Barde (2016a), the MIC measurement noisy, especially at relatively low levels
of training. Using the terminology of Kleijnen (2007), the MIC measurement will already contain an
element of intrinsic noise, which needs to be accounted for separately from the extrinsic noise process
used by ordinary kriging.6
3.4 The validation protocol: a formal exposition
The validation protocol consists of a sequence of steps listed in Appendix 6. Below we go through these
steps using a formal presentation. Table 1 provides an overview of notation. The first step is to define a
simulation model as an Input/Output function, mapping model parameters into model variables.
Definition 3.1. (Input/Output Function) Let a simulation model be specified by n parameters (model
inputs) and by q target variables (model outputs). Imposing bounds on the parameter ranges yields a
domain D ⊂ Rn. Let an input signal s ∈ D be an n-vector, and the corresponding output response of
the model denoted by y ∈ Rq. The simulation model is defined by the Input/Output function
f : D → Rq, s 7→ y, y = f(s). (1)
In Definition 3.2 we define the Input/Output Correspondence of a simulation model.
Definition 3.2. (Input/Output Correspondence) Let a simulation model be defined as an I/O function
f as in Def. 3.1. Further, let a set of candidate models M be given by a collection of m input signals,
denoted by S = {s1, ..., sm}, where S is an element of the sampling space S ∈ S ⊂ Rm×n. The set of
input signals S is mapped to a set of output responses Y = (y1, ..., ym), which is an element of the output
response space Y ∈ Y ⊂ Rm×q. The set Y is obtained by applying the function f element-wise to the
elements of S, i.e. {y1 = f(s1), ..., ym = f(sm)}.
The Input/Output Correspondence (IOC) of the simulation model is a many-to-many correspondence,
6The implementation of stochastic kriging in the ooDACE toolbox in Matlab is called regression kriging. All settings of
the ooDACE toolbox are set to their default values. In particular, the bounds on the 8 hyper parameters are set to [-2,2]
(in log10 scale).
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mapping a set of inputs S ∈ S to a set of output responses Y ∈ Y:7
IOC : S → Y, S 7→ Y, (2)
where si 7→ yi(si) for each i = 1, ...,m.
In the following, we will refer to the set of output responses Y as the Output Response Data of the
model, given the input signals S. In Definition 3.3 the MIC Response Surface (MICRoS) is defined, by
applying the MIC-measurement function element-wise to the Output Response Data of the model.
Definition 3.3. (MIC Response Surface) Let Y ∈ Y be the Output Response Data of a model, as defined
in Def.3.2. Suppose we have obtained, for each of the output responses, the MIC measurement wrt. some
empirical data series. The (univariate) MIC Response Surface (MICRoS) of the model is defined as the
mapping:
MIC : Y → Rm, Y 7→MIC(Y ), (3)
where yi,j(si) 7→MIC(yi,j(si)) for each i = 1, ...,m, j = 1, ..., q,
and MIC(yi(si)) :=
q∑
j=1
MIC(yi,j(si)) for each i = 1, ...,m. (4)
The last line (4) indicates that we consider the univariate variant of the MIC measurement of a
model, by taking the sum of MIC scores across the individual target variables j = 1, ..., q. Essentially,
the MICRoS is an m-dimensional manifold embedded in an (m+ 1)-dimensional space. It consists of the
realized MIC scores over the sample space S. Figure 2 provides an example of a 2-dimensional response
surface and its interpolation surface (Couckuyt et al., 2014). Note that the black dots correspond to the
response surface proper, while the smooth surface is the interpolated response surface. For the experiment
in this paper, the parameters are: m = 513, n = 8, q = 3, and the number of empirical data series (OECD
countries) is N = 31. Since in our case the MIC Response Surface is an 8-dimensional manifold embedded
in a 9-dimensional space, we cannot easily provide a visualization for it.
Note that the MIC measurements do not constitute an estimation method as such since they only
provide us with a metric of the distance between a simulated data series and an empirical data series.
Note however that the MIC Response Surface can give us some information about promising not-yet
sampled calibration points that lie in between the points that we have actually sampled. To provide us
with predicted MIC scores for such non-sampled points in the parameter space, we adopt a statistical
surrogate modelling approach that provides us with an interpolation function over the MIC scores.8
Specifically, this interpolation is carried out by applying stochastic kriging to the MIC Response Surface
obtained in Def. 3.3. This final step is formally described in Def. 3.4.
Definition 3.4. (Interpolated MIC Response Surface) Let a MIC Response Surface be an m-dimensional
manifold, as defined in Def.3.3. Applying stochastic kriging as the interpolation function over this man-
ifold yields a continuous sub-manifold of Rm. The result of this interpolation is called the interpolated
MIC Response Surface, given by:
k : Rm → Rm, MIC(Y ) 7→ k(MIC(Y )). (5)
Here the function k(.) represents the application of stochastic kriging to the MIC Response Surface.
The entire validation protocol can now be summarized by the sequence of steps in Table 2 (see Appendix
6 for a pseudo algorithm).
7In the above definition, the collection of model output responses y(s) is defined in terms of the ‘target variables’ yj .
Such target variables may refer either to variables that are directly observable from the model output (for example, the
unemployment rate), or may refer to derived variables constructed after the simulation data has been obtained (target
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Table 2: Sequence of steps for the protocol.
1. Parameter selection: D ⊂ Rn −→ S ⊂ Rm×n
2. Efficient sampling: S ⊂ Rm×n −→ S ∈ S
3. Data generation: S ∈ S −→ Y ∈ Y ⊂ Rm×q
4. Scoring: Y ∈ Y ⊂ Rm×q −→MIC(Y ) ∈ Rm
5. Surrogate modelling: MIC(Y ) ∈ Rm −→ k(MIC(Y )) ∈ Rm
Next, given the interpolated MIC Response Surface, we try to find all local minima of this surface
using a constrained optimization algorithm. This is the final step of the protocol, and is done in order to
identify promising new sample points that lie outside of the initial 513 NOLH sample points.9 The reason
we cannot simply take the global minimum of the interpolated surface is due to the intrinsic noisiness
of the MIC measurement as a measure for the relative Kullback-Leibler distance, which could result in
selecting a false local minimum as the global minimum.
The performance of the resulting kriging model as a surrogate model for the MIC Response Surface
over the sample space S can be evaluated using the leave-one-out cross-validated prediction error (cvpe),
which is obtained by successively treating each sample point as an out-of-sample test. Formally, let
kˆi(MIC(y)) be the kriging predictor for the interpolated MIC Response Surface at sample point si,
obtained by applying Def. 3.4 to the set of m − 1 responses that excludes yi. The cvpe is obtained by
calculating the squared deviation between this leave-one-out predictor and the actual MIC measurement
at si, as follows:
cvpe =
1
m
m∑
i=1
(
MIC (yi)− kˆi (MIC (y))
)2
(6)
A lower value of the cvpe indicates that the kriging model is better at predicting MIC scores out-of-
sample across the interpolated MIC response surface.
4 Application of the protocol
4.1 A brief overview of the Eurace@Unibi artificial macroeconomy
Below we give a brief and general overview of the Eurace@Unibi macroeconomic model. For the most
up-to-date model description we refer to Dawid et al. (2016). An overview of the results from various
policy applications is given by Dawid et al. (2017).
Consumption goods producers’ production output decision. A typical Eurace@Unibi model
economy contains 80 firms producing consumption goods. The output level of firm i is determined
according to a Leontief production function with complementarity between physical capital and human
variables could for instance be ratios of certain macroeconomic variables such as the debt-to-GDP ratio). Also, the target
variable could refer to any statistics m(Y ) that are constructed from the simulated data series (see Windrum et al., 2007).
8It is quite likely that the interpolation of the MIC Response Surface only works well in between the set of sample points
already sampled, but not in regions outside of the sampled subspaces. This is another argument why we need to ensure a
good initial coverage of the parameter space, and hence the combination of NOLH + SK seems to be a perfect match, as
explained by Salle and Yıldızog˘lu (2014).
9In practice, this is carried out using Matlab’s build-in fmincon function. The minimization process converges fast and
without errors, but is sensitive to the starting point, indicating the presence of local minima in the response surface. In
order to ensure robustness, the optimization procedure is run with 1,000 different random starting points within the sample
space. For each local minimum found, a count is kept of the number of initial conditions in its basin of attraction, and only
those local minima are kept that attract at least 10 out of 1,000 initial conditions. In other words, the basin of attraction
of the local minima should have a mass of at least 1%. This ensures only those local minima with a significant basin of
attraction are selected.
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Figure 2: Illustration of a model’s response surface. Black dots denote the output response of the model at selected
sample points. In this example, the model’s output is used directly to obtain a 2-dimensional interpolation surface. In our
validation protocol, however, we need an intermediary step to compute the MIC scores, and then we interpolate over these
to obtain the MIC Response Surface. Source: Lophaven et al. (2002, p.22).
capital, given by:
Qi,t =
V∑
v=1
min
[
Kvi,t,max
[
0, Li,t −
V∑
k=v+1
Kki,t
]]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
effective no. machines used of vintage v
× min [Av, Bi,t]︸ ︷︷ ︸
effective productivity
 , (7)
where v denotes the different vintages of physical capital Kvi,t, with newer vintages being of higher quality
and therefore possessing a higher productivity per unit of capital. Li,t denotes the workforce and A
v
denotes the productivity of capital of vintage v. Finally, Bi,t denotes the average productivity of the
firm’s employees, determined by the average specific skill level of the workforce. Note that the sum
outside of the outer brackets goes over the vintages v, so that we first determine the contribution of each
vintage in isolation, and then sum over these to obtain the total production quantity Qi,t. The individual
contributions consist of two terms: the effective number of machines of vintage v being used to produce,
and the effective productivity of these machines, which depends on the average productivity of labour and
capital due to the complementarity of these two input factors. In the first term of the overall product,
i.e. in the effective number of machines used, Kvi,t is the number of units of physical capital of vintage v
that need to be operated by employees in a 1:1 ratio, demonstrating the complementarity in real terms.
In productivity terms, the complementarity shows itself in the second term of the product, min [Av, Bi,t].
Households’ consumption choice. The default model economy is populated by 1600 households
and the consumption decision of households is described by a discrete choice model. McFadden (1973,
1980) has shown that the conditional choice probabilities of a population of consumers can be derived
as rational choice behavior of an individual consumer, by adopting a random utility framework. Let the
utility of consumer h from consuming good i be given by the random utility function
uh(pi,t) = u¯h − γc ln(pi,t) + h,i,t, (8)
where u¯h is the base utility of the product (identical across firms) and h,i,t captures the contribution
of the (horizontal) product properties of product i to the utility of consumer h in period t. The term
−γc ln(pi,t) represents the fact that consumers prefer cheaper products to more expensive ones, assuming
they cannot discern any quality differences.
Assuming that in each period each consumer chooses the product with the highest utility and that
h,i,t is a random idiosyncratic term following an extreme value distribution, McFadden has shown that
the conditional choice probability of consumer h for product i is given by
P[Consumer h selects product i] =
exp (−γc ln(pi,t))∑
j exp(−γc ln (pj,t))
. (9)
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Here the parameter γc denotes the price sensitivity of consumers wrt. price differences between the goods
to choose from. This parameter can also be interpreted as the intensity of price competition between the
consumption goods producers in the model.
Consumption goods producers’ investment decision. For the investment decision the firm needs
to decide how much to invest, but also what vintage to purchase. For the latter choice, the firm considers
the ratio between the effective productivity of a particular vintage, Aˆeffi,t (v), and its price, p
v
t . The vintage
choice then follows a similar specification as used for the consumer’s choice described above, with the
conditional choice probability by firm i for vintage v given by:
P[Firm i selects vintage v] =
exp
[
γv ln
(
Aˆeffi,t (v)
pvt
)]
∑
v exp
[
γv ln
(
Aˆeffi,t (v)
pvt
)] . (10)
Banks’ interest rate setting on firm loans. There are typically 20 banks in the economy that
provide deposit accounts for households and firms, and maintain the payment settlement system. All
money in the Eurace@Unibi artificial economy is stored in bank deposit accounts as electronic money, and
all transfers are electronic as well, so there is no need for cash money in the usual sense. Banks provide
credit to firms in order to finance their production or to make other payments (for instance, for debt
servicing or dividend payouts). However, in the default model implementation, only the consumption
goods producers can apply for loans. Household cannot get consumptive credits or mortgage loans to
purchase real-estate. Also, the investment goods producer does not need any loans since it does not use
any labour or capital inputs to produce, and the investment goods (machines) are produced on demand,
so it also does not need any money to make advance payments.
The total volume of credit that can be created by the banks is restricted by banking regulations,
possibly resulting in credit rationing for the firms. The floor level for the interest rate on commercial
loans is given by the Central Bank’s base rate rc (the policy rate). This is supplemented by a mark-up
on the base rate that depends on the financial health of the firm, which is an increasing function of the
firm’s financial leverage (debt-to-equity ratio). The bank’s own funding costs play only a minor role in
the interest rate offered to borrowers and are added as a random idiosyncratic term bt for each new loan
contract. The bank’s offered interest rate is given by:
rbi,t = r
c
(
1 + λB · PDbk,t + bt
)
, where bt ∼ U [0, 1]. (11)
Here PDbk,t is the bank’s assessment of the firm’s Probability of Default on the loan, which is given
by:
PDbk,t = max
{
3× 10−4 , 1− exp (−ν(Di,t + Lbk,t)/Ei,t) } , (12)
where Di,t and Ei,t denote the current debt and equity of firm i, and Lbk,t is the new loan indexed by k
that is to be added to the total debt Di,t. Default values for the parameters are: ν = 0.10 and λ
B = 3
(these parameters are not varied in this paper).
Labour market, firms’ base wage offer. The labour market is modelled as a fully decentralized
market with direct interaction between individual firms and unemployed job seekers. A firm makes a
base wage offer wbasei,t , driven by labour market tightness. The firm increases its base wage offer by a
factor ϕ if it is unable to fill all open vacancies:
wbasei,t+1 = (1 + ϕ)w
base
i,t . (13)
Thus, the parameter ϕ reflects the firm’s willingness to pay for higher wages in case of labour market
tightness.
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4.2 Parameter selection and parameter calibration
In this subsection we provide more information on the design of experiments, which parameters were
selected, how the parameter ranges were set, and what would be the influence of a variation of a parameter
within the context of the model.
The model contains 33 parameters to model 5 markets and 1 household sector. A full list is given
in the appendix in Table 13. From this list, eight parameters were selected to be used for the empirical
validation experiment in this paper. These eight parameters are listed in Table 3. The parameter ranges
were set based on domain knowledge and previous model explorations by the original authors of the
model. Below we describe the influence of each of the eight selected parameters.
First, the income tax rate ϑ for the household sector is the tax rate on all forms of household income,
including wages, unemployment benefits, dividend income from share holdings and interest income from
bank deposits. Higher values of ϑ signify less disposable income and lower purchasing power for the
household. Hence, this will typically result in lower demand, lower output and higher unemployment
rates.
Second, on the consumption goods market, the parameter γc is the logit parameter in the conditional
choice probability of the households’ consumption choice problem. In (9) this parameter reflects the
sensitivity of consumers wrt. differences in prices between multiple firms selling the same consumption
good in the Mall, and measures the intensity of price competition on the market. Higher values of γc
signify a more competitive market, typically resulting in a more unstable economy due to lower profit
margins.
Third, on the investment goods market we select two parameters. The first is the parameter ∆
controlling the slope of the technological frontier, which is reflected by a jump in the productivity of
the best-practice technology after a successful innovation. Note that the occurrence of innovations is
stochastic. Higher values of ∆ signify a greater jump in technological progress, typically leading to
higher productivity of the capital stock of the consumption goods producers. But note, however, that
only those firms that actually invest in the new vintage will benefit from this increased productivity.
Also, since the productivity of physical capital is complementary to the productivity of the labour force
in the Leontief production function (7), the firm needs to hire workers with higher specific skill levels in
addition, to take advantage of the increased physical capital productivity. The parameter value of ∆ is
also used to increase the price of the new vintage when it enters the market. Therefore a higher value
of ∆ will also mean that investments in the current best-practice technology becomes more expensive,
which might lead some consumption goods producers to rather invest in older vintages first. Hence, the
diffusion of new technologies could slow down for higher values of ∆.
Fourth, the second parameter we select on the investment goods market is γv, which is the logit
parameter in the conditional choice probability of the consumption goods firms, as given in (10). It
controls the intensity of choice to select vintage v over any of the other vintages available. Higher values
of γv imply that a firm is more sensitive to differences wrt. the ratios between the effective productivity
and the price.
Fifth, on the credit market we select two parameters as well. The first is the parameter T that reflects
the length of the debt repayment period. Increasing the parameter T will give firms more time to repay
their debts, but it will also lead to more leverage. In tranquil times this will lead to higher levels of
production and more investments, but in times of crisis it results in more financial instabilities.
Sixth, the second parameter on the credit market that we select is the Central Bank base rate rc. In
(11) higher levels of rc lead to higher interest rates on deposits and to higher interest rates on commercial
loans. The overall effect is therefore ambiguous, as it may lead to higher income flows for households and
firms alike on their deposit accounts through the interest channel, but it may also lead to higher interest
payments for firms that need to service their debts.
Seventh, on the financial market we select the parameter d that sets the dividend payout ratio for all
(active and profitable) firms and banks. A higher dividend payout ratio d has a positive effect on demand
since the dividends are an income flow for the household sector, and thus functions as a purchasing power
enhancing effect. But at the same time dividend payout are also an expenditure for the corporate sector,
so it may crowd out investments.
Finally, the eight’ parameter is ϕ, related to the labour market, which controls the factor by which
firms adjust their base wage offer. In (13) a higher value of ϕ signifies that firms will increase their base
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Table 3: Selected list of parameters from the Eurace@Unibi model used in this paper.
Parameter Description Default Range
ϑ Income tax rate 0.05 [0.01, 0.10]
γc Intensity of consumption choice 12 [0, 40]
∆ Slope of technological frontier 0.025 [0, 0.07]
γv Intensity of vintage choice 30.0 [10, 50]
T Debt repayment period 18 [6, 48]
rc Central Bank policy rate 0.05 [0.01, 0.10]
d Dividend payout ratio 0.70 [0, 1]
ϕ Markup on base wage offer 0.01 [0, 0.01]
wage by a greater percentage in case they are unable to fill their open vacancies. Under conditions of
labour market tightness this might lead to wage push inflation.
4.3 Simulation: Generation of the training data
Our use case has multiple parameter sets (typically m = 513 sets) and multiple Monte Carlo replication
runs per set (typically 1, 000 runs per set). This yields an embarrassingly parallel computing problem,
since all the individual simulation runs are independent from each other. Therefore they can be arbitrarily
distributed across many compute nodes, and launched as a distributed computational problem on a
computing cluster.10
The simulated data is divided into two sets, an in-sample data set consisting of 99% (990 series per
NOLH sample) and an out-of-sample data set for the remaining 1% (10 series per NOLH sample), for
each of the 513 NOLH samples. The 99% set forms the training data that is used by the CTW algorithm
to build the set of 513 context trees corresponding to each calibration. The trees encode the reconstructed
Markov transition matrices that can be used to extract the conditional probabilities required to score the
calibrations on the empirical data. The out-of-sample 1% set is used for an internal validation exercise,
in order to investigate whether the training data is sufficient to give the MIC discriminatory power over
the 513 NOLH samples. Such an internal validation exercise could be seen as an out-of-sample prediction
test. The exercise uses each trained context tree to score the 513 × 10 runs belonging to the out-of-
sample data set in order to establish whether the trees are able to identify the specific calibration they
were trained on. If this is the case, then we can conclude that the MIC is able to discriminate between
the calibrations, thus validating the training stage.
4.4 Empirical data
The macroeconomic data are used for the empirical calibration exercise covers 30 OECD countries and
the euro area. We use three target variables (the names in parenthesis refer to variable names in the
Eurace@Unibi model): the harmonized monthly unemployment rate (unemployment rate), the monthly
year-on-year growth rate of industrial production, considering only the manufacturing sector (output
growth rate), and the monthly year-on-year growth rate of the CPI (inflation rate). The relatively large
number of countries examined and the choice of a monthly data frequency are both motivated by the
desire to have as large an empirical data set as possible, in order to facilitate the statistical analysis of
the MIC scores using the MCS procedure.
A basic description of the data, including the countries used, number of observations and bounds for
each series, is provided in Table 9 in appendix C. All data series are taken from the Stats OECD website,
10We have used a simple round-robin algorithm (like card shuﬄing) to allocate the runs to a fixed number of job lists.
We used 4750 job lists consisting of 9 consecutive blocks of 12 runs each, yielding 108 runs in total per job list. Each job
list takes almost exactly 2 hours of wall-time to complete on a compute node with 2 Westmere hexa-core processors (Xeon
X5650, 2.66 GHz) with 48 GB of RAM. The total computational load for generating the training data is therefore 4750× 2
hrs = 9500 hrs wall-time, and 114, 000 hrs CPU time or 13 CPU years, respectively.
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and the start date corresponds to the point in time at which all three data series became available.11 The
harmonised unemployment rate data is directly available as a monthly rate, whereas the growth rates of
manufacturing production and the CPI were downloaded as monthly index values and then transformed
into monthly year-on-year growth rates by the authors. Similarly, the simulation data for aggregate firm
output and the price index are produced as monthly values first, and then need to be transformed into
monthly year-on-year growth rates before we start the validation protocol.
Because the MIC methodology treats both empirical and simulated data sets as if they are the output
from a Markov process, all data series need to be discretized before the methodology can be applied. This
requires choosing a set of bounds to define the support of each variable, as well as a choice of resolution
r, in order to determine the number of discrete states of each variable (2r). Discretizing the support of
the target variables implies that information is inevitably discarded. However, as explained more fully in
Barde (2016a), the MIC is not affected by the discretization procedure if the discretization error is pure
white noise, i.e. distributed as an i.i.d. uniform random variable. As a result, one can check that a given
choice of bounds and resolution are appropriate for the procedure by testing the error term for this.
The main difficulty encountered in the procedure is to set ranges on the target variables to account
for the variability reported in Table 9. The resolution is set to r = 7 bits for all three variables while
the unemployment rates are restricted to [1%, 25%], manufacturing output growth rates are restricted to
[−30%, 30%] and the inflation rates are restricted to [−2%, 20%], with any out-of-bounds observations
taking the value of the corresponding bound. Tables 10, 11 and 12, also in appendix C, display the
results of the discretization tests for these values of the upper and lower bounds and resolution. The
Komogorov-Smirnov test is used to check that the discretization error is uniformly distributed, while two
Ljung-Box tests are used to test for independence, one by testing for autocorrelation in the discretization
error itself, the other by testing for cross-correlation of the error with the discretized variable.
These tables show first of all that the combination of bounds and resolutions are sufficient in nearly
all cases to ensure that the discretization error is uniformly distributed. The few cases where this
is not the case, such as the unemployment series for Greece, or the inflation series for Ireland and
Mexico, seem to occur due to the relatively large number of out-of-bound observations. Autocorrelation
of the discretization error does not seem to be a problem for unemployment, and to a lesser extent for
manufacturing output growth, however quite a few countries fail the test for CPI inflation. The test that
performs poorest for all three variables is the correlation with the discretized variable, suggesting that
the discretization error still contains information with respect to the state variable. However, if the error
is uniform and not autocorrelated, this is less of an issue as long as the correlation is low. Of the 21 failed
cross-correlation tests over the 3 variables and 31 series, only six have an absolute Pearson correlation
coefficient above 0.1, and the largest case observed is -0.134 for unemployment in Chile.
5 Results
5.1 Internal validation of the MIC
As explained in Section 4.3, after the first stage in which we compute MIC scores using 99% of the
training data (for each NOLH sample separately), an internal validation test is carried out using the
remaining 1% of the training data, in order to verify that the training data is sufficient to give the MIC
discriminatory power over the 513 NOLH samples. This internal validation step is not required in order
to obtain the MIC scores on the empirical data, but it is helpful as an intermediate confirmation of the
robustness of the training data set.
The internal validation is carried out by treating the simulated runs in the 1% training data set as if
they were empirical data. We use these to obtain the MIC score for each of the 513 trees that result from
the CTW algorithm on the 99% training data set, for all 3 macroeconomic variables. The 1% training
data set consists of 513 × 10 × 3 series, corresponding to the set of 513 calibrations, the 10 runs in the
sample and the 3 variables in the analysis. For each of these series, the internal validation test provides
a MIC score for each of the 513 trees generated by using the 99% training data set.
As this is a large set of test scores, the results are summarised using two main statistics. The first is
the rank attributed to the ‘true’ calibration, i.e. the rank given where the training and testing calibrations
11http://stats.oecd.org/
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(b) Industrial output growth rate
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(c) CPI inflation rate
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Figure 3: Distribution of true calibration rank
inset: distribution of MCS sizes
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Table 4: Size of the MCS.
Variable Mean S.dev Median 95th pctl
Monthly unemployment rate 90.78 84.63 57.00 248.00
Monthly output growth rate 64.55 61.14 46.00 167.00
Monthly inflation rate 71.26 59.88 61.00 178.00
are the same. This tests the ability of the MIC protocol to correctly identify the calibration on which it
was trained. As an illustration, suppose that a series from calibration 25 is scored against all 513 trees. If
the training is sufficient to enable the MIC to discriminate effectively between calibrations, the best score
should come from the tree generated using training data from calibration 25. The second statistic is the
size of the MCS at a 90% confidence level. As explained in Barde (2016a), due to the stochastic nature
of the simulated data, there is always an element of noise in the MIC measurement which reduces the
ability of the procedure to distinguish between two models that are very similar. The size of the model
confidence set of ‘best’ calibrations provides a measurement of this noise, and of the resulting uncertainty
in the model rankings.
The results for these two statistics are provided in Figure 3 and Tables 4 and 5. With regards to the
rank of the true calibration, the mode at rank 1 for all three variables in Figure 3 shows that the MIC
correctly identifies the true calibration in about 65% of cases. Furthermore, the same figure also reveals
that for those cases where the true calibration is (incorrectly) ranked lower, the ranking remains high
nevertheless: only in very few cases the true model is ranked outside of the top 10. Similarly, the average
MCS size points towards a relatively accurate measurement. For industrial production the average MCS
size shown in Table 5 is 64.55, suggesting that 88% of the initial 513 calibrations can be rejected. This
falls to 82% for the unemployment rate, with an average MCS size of 90.78.
While this suggests that the MIC is reliable in identifying the true calibration and eliminating incorrect
ones, the variability in MCS sizes, nevertheless suggests that the measurement can be quite noisy. Both
the MCS size distributions in the inset figures of Figure 3 and the 95th percentiles in Table 5 show that in
a significant number of instances the MCS is much larger (in the 100-200 range). The MIC measurement
using the 99% training data set is therefore quite noisy, which is expected to affect the empirical analysis.
This will be discussed further in the following sections below.
Table 5: Rank of the true model.
Variable pct ∈ MCS Median Rank Mean rank
Monthly unemployment rate 0.97 1.00 7.73
Monthly output growth rate 0.96 1.00 6.01
Monthly inflation rate 0.95 1.00 6.07
5.2 Empirical scores on the target variables
As explained in Section 3.1, the aggregate MIC score for each of the 513 calibrations in the NOLH sample
is simply the sum of MIC scores obtained from each of the 3 empirical macroeconomic variables, effectively
assuming the variables are uncorrelated. An important consequence of this is that it is possible to run
the MCS procedure for each variable individually, and assess the ability of the procedure to discriminate
between calibrations at the level of a single variable. As will be shown later on, this intermediate step
also allows us to establish that some variables are more noisy than others, in the sense that the MIC has
less power for certain variables than for others.
Table 6 shows the size of the MCS per macroeconomic variable at the 90% significance level for all
31 empirical data series (countries and euro area). The main finding of this variable-level analysis is that
the performance of the MIC varies significantly across variables: the MCS size for the unemployment
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Table 6: MCS size per country and per target variable, at 90% significance.
Country Unemp. Output Infl. Country Unemp. Output Infl.
Austria 1 66 71 Japan 5 97 210
Belgium 3 25 119 Korea 1 118 156
Canada 48 54 124 Luxembourg 3 26 155
Chile 12 42 113 Mexico 1 143 199
Czech Republic 15 154 152 Netherlands 15 110 67
Denmark 28 31 89 Norway 1 62 117
Estonia 64 131 93 Poland 1 81 167
euro area 3 101 100 Portugal 21 49 198
Finland 37 157 122 Slovak Republic 1 34 139
France 2 71 134 Slovenia 38 100 6
Germany 30 35 53 Spain 1 114 216
Greece 23 71 163 Sweden 90 58 74
Hungary 10 83 158 Turkey 3 67 47
Iceland 2 95 113 United Kingdom 38 188 161
Ireland 2 23 100 United States 23 13 188
Italy 3 109 136
Unemployment - Monthly harmonised unemployment rate
Output - Monthly year-on-year change in output
Inflation - Monthly year-on-year CPI inflation rate
variable is systematically much smaller than for the other two variables, with the exception of Slovenia.
This suggests that very few of the unemployment dynamics generated by the model are close to the ones
observed in reality, as measured by their MIC score, allowing the MCS procedure to eliminate a large
majority of them. Conversely, the larger MCS sizes for the two remaining variables suggest that many
model calibrations provide near-equivalent performance, and it is less easy to distinguish the best ones.
It is important to note that the relatively smaller MCS sizes indicate that this is less of an issue for
manufacturing growth compared to CPI inflation, even though both are affected to some extent.
5.3 Aggregate MCS and kriging sample
As stated in Section 3.1, summing over the observation-level vectors of MIC scores for the three individual
macroeconomic variables results in an aggregate vector of scores for each calibration and each empirical
data series. This set of aggregate scores is used in two ways. Firstly, as was the case for the individual
variables in Table 6, an MCS analysis is run on the aggregate score in order to identify the subset of
best-performing calibration points. The results of this analysis are shown in the first three columns of
Table 7, which respectively identify the size of the MCS for each country, the ID of the best performing
sample point, and the MIC score corresponding to this sample. A first interesting result is that while
the variable-specific MCS sizes shown in Table 6 were relatively large for two out of three variables,
the MCS sizes at the aggregate level are nevertheless reasonable in magnitude. A second result is that
there is evidence of clustering of countries in terms of their best sample/calibration points. Calibration
227, for instance, offers the best performance for 10 out of 31 data series, including Germany and the
UK. Similarly, calibration 266 is the best for 5 data series, including France, Italy and the euro area.
Calibration 490 similarly covers 3 data series. Indeed, it therefore seems possible to classify 18 out of 31
empirical data series and associate them to three model calibrations.
As stated in Section 3.3, the set of 513 aggregate MIC scores is used to generate a surrogate model
for each country by using stochastic kriging (SK, following Krige, 1951), which enables us to identify
promising local MIC minima in the parameter space outside of the original NOLH sample. Optimising
the per-country surrogate models using stochastic kriging yields a new set of 175 SK-sample points,
denoted by the set K. It is important to point out that as shown in column 5 of Table 7, this set only
adds a few extra sample points per data series (on average 5.6), so only a small amount of additional
training data is needed if one is only interested in a single country or region. This is in line with the
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Table 7: MCS (based on aggregated MIC) and Kriging diagnostics.
NOLH MCS Kriging post-Kriging MCS
Country |M90| Best MIC |K| E[MIC] cvpe |M90| |K90| MIC
Austria 15 461 10.95 4 10.85∗ 7.78 15 0 11.29
Belgium 4 227 11.36 6 11.44 2.79 7 2 11.41
Canada 24 227 10.92 6 10.91∗ 3.66 30 3 11.07
Chile 1 227 11.98 4 12.13 3.18 1 0 12.30
Czech Republic 46 89 12.48 5 12.49 4.24 45 1 12.49
Denmark 11 195 11.77 5 11.93 4.96 11 0 12.07
Estonia 18 227 12.32 5 12.62 3.00 18 0 12.65
euro area 34 266 9.13 6 8.78∗ 2.47 35 3 9.26
Finland 38 227 11.30 7 11.78 2.16 42 3 11.34
France 61 266 9.79 10 9.18∗ 2.29 63 2 9.82
Germany 12 227 11.83 5 12.05 2.94 13 1 11.87
Greece 3 227 11.72 5 11.98 2.31 10 1 11.88
Hungary 63 412 12.76 6 12.71∗ 5.21 65 2 12.81
Iceland 26 67 14.18 3 14.13∗ 7.74 26 0 14.72
Ireland 5 454 13.19 5 13.42 2.69 5 0 13.70
Italy 63 266 10.17 10 9.92∗ 2.45 66 3 10.23
Japan 1 490 14.54 5 17.60 8.01 1 0 15.46
Korea 13 372 12.60 3 13.02 9.57 14 1 13.26
Luxembourg 4 490 13.75 4 15.64 6.45 4 0 15.51
Mexico 15 174 11.31 3 10.80∗ 10.13 16 1 11.31∗
Netherlands 61 460 10.28 6 9.92∗ 4.98 62 1 10.40
Norway 16 460 11.48 5 11.43∗ 7.79 19 2 11.66
Poland 54 255 11.62 7 11.99 1.68 56 4 11.64
Portugal 40 227 11.94 5 12.14 3.22 41 2 12.07
Slovak Republic 3 454 13.10 4 13.45 2.33 4 1 13.08∗
Slovenia 48 227 12.06 4 12.17 5.11 53 3 12.25
Spain 4 266 10.89 6 11.33 1.52 5 1 10.88∗
Sweden 54 490 13.40 8 14.32 3.71 55 1 14.16
Turkey 23 266 14.03 4 14.03 6.07 23 2 14.15
United Kingdom 45 227 9.74 6 9.31∗ 3.83 37 2 9.68∗
United States 26 256 9.43 7 9.21∗ 5.71 26 1 9.42∗
|M90| - Size of the model confidence set at the 90% level
Best. - ID of the best-performing sample point
MIC - MIC score of the best-performing sample point
|K| - Number of extra sample points from kriging model
|K90| - Number of kriging sample points included in the model confidence set at the 90% level
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objective presented in the introduction of minimising the amount of in-the-loop simulation data required
for the validation of computationally heavy ABMs. The predicted MIC score of the best-performing
kriging sample for each country is provided in column 6 of Table 7, with its cvpe as defined in (6)
reported in column 7. Those series for which the kringing model predicts a lower MIC score than the
best NOLH sample are identified with a star. Crucially, this shows that only in a few cases the kriging
models are able to predict an improvement on the best NOLH sample.
A visualisation of the MCS and the kriging sample parameter values is provided in Figures 4 to 7 for
Germany, the euro area, Mexico and the US, respectively.12 These show two-dimensional scatter plots
of the parameter values of the NOLH confidence set (in grey) and the kriging samples (in black). The
best performing sample in each category is identified with a ×. The -symbol identifies the kriging local
minimum that dominates in the random 1,000 initial conditions used in the kriging model optimisation
(see Section 3.3). For the case of Germany and Mexico, this dominant kriging minimum also provides
the best performance (the × and  coincide). But this is not always the case, as shown in the scatter
plots of the euro area and the US. More importantly, these scatter plots reveal that the combination of
NOLH sampling, MIC measurement, MCS analysis and kriging seems to be able to identify promising
subspaces of the overall parameter space.
Re-running the MIC and MCS analysis on the new 175 kriging samples provides a corresponding set
of realised MIC scores, which are shown in the last three columns of Table 7. These can be compared to
the best NOLH samples and to the predicted MIC scores for the kriging samples, and again stars indicate
data series for which the best realised kriging sample MIC score outperforms the best NOLH sample.
This comparison confirms the finding mentioned above that the kriging samples offer relatively minor
improvements over the original NOLH samples, and even for those that do, kriging only provides for
small gains. However, one positive aspect for the overall calibration strategy developed in this paper is
that the realised and predicted MIC scores are close for all the data series involved. This is confirmed in
Figure 8, which presents the scatter plot of realised and predicted MIC scores for all 175 kriging samples,
and establishes that they are very highly correlated. This immediately validates the 31 kriging surrogate
models for the 31 data series, as they are able to reliably predict the MIC scores out-of-sample. As a
result, the relative inability of kriging to improve on the initial NOLH samples does not seem to be due to
the kriging procedure, but most likely stems from the lack in accuracy of the MIC as noisy measurement
for the relative Kullback-Leibler distance between a model and the data.
12In the interest of space, the full set of scatter plots is not shown here. However, it is available as supplementary material.
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Table 8: Parameter calibrations 227 and 266 and associated countries.
Parameter: ∆ γv γc d ϕ ϑ T rc Country list
Set 227 0.047 28.05 23.91 0.57 0.0057 0.041 10.10 0.026
BE, Chile, CA, DE, ES
FI, GR, PT, SL, UK
Set 266 0.069 25.20 24.30 0.21 0.0020 0.098 24.13 0.012 euro area, FR, IT, SP, TR
5.4 Economic interpretation of the results
In this section we discuss the model calibrations in the context of the Eurace@Unibi model and try to
provide an economic interpretation of the results. We try to answer several questions. Do the optimal
parameter calibrations make sense from an economic point of view? If we consider the results per country,
can we classify the countries into groups with similar parameter constellations?
Column 3 of Table 7 identifies the best out of 513 NOLH samples that can be associated to each
country. Two samples that appear quite often in the list are calibrations 227 and 266. Table 8 shows
the parameter vector corresponding to these two model calibrations and the list of countries that can be
associated to them, resp. Together, these two calibrations account for 15 out of 31 empirical data sets
that we considered. For the euro area the best calibration is 266, while calibration 227 is associated to
several other European countries.
The parameters with the most striking differences in value between the two sets appear to be d, ϑ
and T . Parameter d is the dividend payout ratio, which for calibration 227 is d = 57% and for calibration
266 it is lower, d = 21%. Parameter ϑ is the income tax rate, which for calibration 227 is 4%, while for
calibration 266 it is 10%. Finally, the parameter T is the length of the debt repayment period in months.
For calibration 227 this is 10 months, while for calibration 266 it is 24 months.
Summarizing, calibration 227 can be associated to high dividend ratios, low taxes, and a short debt
repayment period, while calibration 266 can be associated to low dividend ratios, high taxes, and long
debt repayment periods. If we would have to come up with an economic rational for why countries in the
OECD can apparently be classified according to these two model calibrations, then we could hypothesize
that calibration 227 represents economies in which the firms obtain short-term debt and have a higher
dividend payout ratio, and these economies are characterized by the tendency to maximize shareholder
value and short-termism in investment decisions. The second group of countries, that are associated to
calibration 266, consists of economies in which firms obtain long-term debt and have low dividend ratios,
which is an indication that firms are more prone to retain earnings and therefore this would correspond
to economies with more long-term planing horizons and more patient investment decisions.
6 Discussion
We have shown that, in principle, it is feasible to empirically validate a large-scale, agent-based, macroe-
conomic simulation model, using a newly designed validation protocol. Even though the data generation
step to produce the required amount of training data is computationally heavy, the actual application of
the protocol after that data is in place is relatively fast (the steps that use the CWT algorithm and the
MIC measurements). To avoid in-the-loop simulations with a computationally heavy simulation model
we split the data generation stage from the training and testing stages. The main problem with in-
the-loop simulation is not that it’s impossible, it is rather that it would require a hyper-algorithm with
computational steering to adjust the model’s parameters in between successive iterations of the validation
protocol. It is quite likely that such computational steering algorithms would have to be model-specific,
since the parameter adjustments depend on how the model responds to inputs. This would require that
the computational steering algorithm constructs an input-output response surface of the model, and
an approximation of the local gradient and possibly also of the Hessian, followed by a gradient search
on the response surface. Indeed, such hill-climbing algorithms with information about the higher-order
derivatives is one of the methods adopted by current state-of-the-art machine learning techniques such
as deep neural networks. Although at the moment this method does not appear computationally feasible
for computationally heavy simulation models, one of us has provided some suggestions along these lines
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(van der Hoog, 2016). In this paper we have circumvented the need for any in-the-loop simulations by
sampling the parameter space beforehand, ensuring that the samples have sufficient coverage across the
parameter space, and by using a nearly-orthogonal experimental design.
As stated in the introduction, the main purpose of this paper is to provide a proof-of-concept for
a validation protocol of large-scale agent-based simulation models. An important question therefore is
the assessment of the proof-of-concept and the performance of the validation protocol in general. The
results outlined above suggest that the proof-of-concept with an application to the Eurace@Unibi model
has been successful at identifying promising subspaces of the parameter space. The relatively tight
identification across countries of the best-performing values for several parameters, such as the intensities
of consumption- and vintage choices γc and γv, the wage rate adjustment ϕ, and the income tax rate
ϑ suggests that the protocol is effective at pinning down those parameters to which the model is most
sensitive. Similarly, the tight correlation shown in Figure 8 between the MIC scores predicted by the
kriging models and the realised MIC scores (post-kriging) suggest that the kriging procedure provides for
an effective interpolation of the MIC response surface.
The results obtained nevertheless display some problems as well, which we should address. Many
countries show relatively large MCS sizes for the initial NOLH sample, such as Hungary (63), Italy (63),
France (61), the Netherlands (61). This suggests the presence of noise in the measurement which limits the
ability of the validation protocol to discriminate between similar calibrations. Similarly, some parameters
(∆, d, T ), are not identified as good as the ones mentioned above, which also points to limitations in the
ability to identify good calibrations. These issues raise several concerns regarding the protocol as currently
implemented at this proof-of-concept stage.
A first minor concern relates to the robustness of the NOLH/kriging combination advocated by Salle
and Yıldızog˘lu (2014) and Mandes and Winker (2016). Both seem to perform well here, as shown in
Figure 8. However it is also important to verify their efficiency relative to existing alternatives. As
for the sampling procedure, a major constraint of the NOLH sampling scheme is the fact that the
number of samples is fixed ex-ante by the design matrix, and expanding the sampling space ex-post is
not straightforward. An alternative would be to use quasi-Monte Carlo methods and Sobol sequences,
which does allow additional samples to be created more easily. Although the challenge then becomes to
maintain orthogonality in the resulting sample. Nevertheless, alternative sampling methods should be
tested in order to ensure the robustness of the NOLH approach.
A similar case can be made for the choice of kriging as the surrogate modelling method to interpolate
the MIC response surface. As pointed out by Kleijnen (2017), several alternatives to kriging already
exist in the metamodelling literature, such as polynomial regression. In addition, machine learning and
classifiers could also be used to generate surrogate models from training data (Mandel and Sani, 2016).
The main concern with the validation protocol, however, relates to the accuracy of the MIC mea-
surements. As pointed out in Barde (2016a), although the MIC is an unbiased measurement of the
cross-entropy between model and data, the Markov variation inherent in the training data implies that it
will always contain some element of noise. For univariate processes this noise is shown to only affect the
accuracy for extremely similar models, but this will not be the case in general for highly non-linear and
multivariate processes such as ABMs. The ‘off the shelf’ approach of treating each macroeconomic vari-
able as a univariate process implicitly assumes independence between the variable. However, because the
underlying process is multivariate, the measurements obtained will not take into account the correlation
between the variables and will therefore be inaccurate as a result. While the positive results obtained in
this paper do support the overall design of the validation protocol, the large MCS sizes and the relative
inability to pin down some of the parameters nonetheless point towards the need to expand the protocol
in the near future with a dedicated multivariate implementation of the MIC.
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Annex A: Orthogonality and space-filling criteria for the NOLH
sampling procedure
In Definition 6.1 we define the design matrix X, that will later on be used to represent an efficient
sampling of the parameter space.
Definition 6.1. Let a simulation model be specified by n parameters as inputs and q target variables
as outputs. Imposing restrictions on the parameter ranges yields the restricted subspace D ⊂ Rn. The
design matrix X ∈ Rm×D is an m×n dimensional matrix with m rows denoting the sample points and
n columns denoting the parameters.
The objective of an efficient sampling algorithm is to determine ‘good’ orthogonality and space-filling
properties. The problem of finding an sufficiently efficient experimental design can be specified as the
minimization of an objective function subject to two constraints (see Cioppa, 2002):
Minimize f(Mm,ML2) (14)
ρmax ≤ 0.03 (15)
cond2(X
>X) ≤ 1.13 (16)
Here the objective function f is the rank sum of the two space-filling metrics Mn and ML2, and the
constraints are formulated in terms of the maximum pairwise correlation ρmax and the condition number
cond2. The solution to this problem guarantees that the design matrix Xhas columns (parameter vectors)
that are nearly-orthogonal, and that it has good space-filling characteristics. Below we discuss these four
metrics in more detail.
First, for the orthogonality property of the design matrix the criteria are that: (i) the pairwise
correlation between any two columns of the design matrix X, given by ρmax = max{|ρij |}, should be
as close to 0 as possible; (ii) the condition number of X>X, which is the ratio between the largest and
smallest eigenvalues, should be as close to 1 as possible: cond2(X
>X) = Ψ1Ψ2 where Ψ1 = maxi{λi} and
Ψ2 = mini{λi}. For the 513×8 design matrix used in this paper, the largest pairwise correlation between
any two parameter vectors is ρmax = 0.00202.
Second, for the space-filling property the criteria are that: (i) the Modified L2 discrepancy of all points
across the entire experimental region should be as small as possible. This means that design points are
close to each other and the design has better space-filling characteristics. The Modified L2 metric ML2
is given by:
ML2 =
(
4
3
)k
− 2
1−k
n
n∑
d=1
k∏
i=1
(3− x2di) +
1
n2
n∑
d=1
n∑
j=1
k∏
i=1
[2−max(xdi, xji)] (17)
(ii) the Euclidean maxi-min distance between all n(n− 1)/2 pairs of design points is maximized. Let the
vector of pairwise distances be defined by d = (d1, d2, ..., dn(n−1)/2) with the elements ranked in increasing
order, d1 ≤ d2 ≤ ... ≤ dn(n−1)/2. The smallest distance is Mn ≡ d1 and the goal is to maximize this
smallest distance, in order to guarantee that the design points are spread out as much as possible. That
is, no two points should be closer to each other than the maximized smallest distance d1.
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Annex B: The validation protocol in steps
In this appendix we present the validation protocol as a sequence of steps. This could be considered a
pseudocode for the re-implemention of the algorithm.
1. Set bounds on the model parameters.13
2. Generate an efficient sample, for example by using NOLH sampling.
3. Simulate training data for each sample.
4. Apply the CTW algorithm on training data series to construct a context tree for each sample.
5. Apply the MIC algorithm to generate a MIC score for each sample, using the context tree corre-
sponding to that sample and an empirical data series.14
6. Apply MCS analysis on the aggregate MIC scores to identify the subset of best-performing calibra-
tions.15
7. Internal validation step 1: Test if the MIC has discriminatory power by performing an out-of-sample
prediction test using 99% for training and 1% for testing.
8. Construct a surrogate model of the MIC Response Surface by a kriging procedure, and interpolate
over the response surface.
9. Find local minima of the interpolated MIC Response Surface, to find new sample points that are
promising candidates for better calibrations.
10. Simulate new training data for the new kriging sample points.
11. Apply the MIC algorithm again to generate actual MIC scores for the new samples.
12. Internal validation step 2: Test if the kriging method was able to correctly predict the MIC scores
for the new samples.
13. Select the best samples that minimize the realized MIC scores from the original NOLH set and the
kriging set, and construct the Model Confidence Set corresponding to each empirical data series,
taking into account that the MIC is a noisy measurement of the cross entropy measure.
13The bounds on the parameters serve to specify a multi-dimensional parameter space. One sample from the parameter
space is a model calibration.
14Multiple empirical data series can be used in this step, to make use of multiple target variables, or data for multi-
ple countries. In our experiment, we used 3 target variables and 30 countries plus the euro area, increasing the overall
computational load by a factor of 124 (3 variables and their sum makes 4 targets, multiplied by 31 makes 124 in total).
15The aggregate MIC score per country is computed using the individual MIC scores obtained per target variable.
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Annex C: Descriptive statistics and quantisation diagnostics
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Table 10: Quantization statistics of monthly harmonised unemployment rate, 7-bit resolution.
/∈ KS test LB autocorr. test LB crosscorr. test
Country [1, 25] Stat p-value Stat p-value Stat p-value
Austria 0 0.050 0.891 15.858 0.893 1.097 1.000
Belgium 0 0.032 0.990 31.136 0.150 0.952 1.000
Canada 0 0.044 0.553 30.357 0.173 30.479 0.169
Chile 0 0.075 0.655 25.655 0.371 34.328∗ 0.079
Czech Republic 0 0.054 0.894 15.048 0.919 0.593 1.000
Denmark 0 0.032 0.990 19.777 0.709 0.313 1.000
Estonia 0 0.045 0.985 23.482 0.491 5.489 1.000
euro area 0 0.071 0.642 14.275 0.940 52.476∗∗∗ 0.001
Finland 0 0.082 0.228 20.967 0.641 24.754 0.419
France 0 0.053 0.654 25.272 0.391 35.044∗ 0.068
Germany 0 0.057 0.742 32.261 0.121 2.108 1.000
Greece 36 0.149∗∗ 0.024 33.953∗ 0.086 34.863∗ 0.070
Hungary 0 0.036 0.998 26.805 0.314 1.956 1.000
Iceland 0 0.072 0.849 15.133 0.917 31.759 0.133
Ireland 0 0.034 0.977 30.475 0.170 0.992 1.000
Italy 0 0.034 0.995 19.564 0.721 2.135 1.000
Japan 2 0.021 0.997 19.105 0.746 3.405 1.000
Korea 0 0.037 0.985 31.348 0.144 0.304 1.000
Luxembourg 0 0.071 0.280 18.377 0.784 107.742∗∗∗ 0.000
Mexico 0 0.030 0.998 33.729∗ 0.090 5.567 1.000
Netherlands 0 0.037 0.954 25.715 0.368 1.039 1.000
Norway 0 0.059 0.652 23.688 0.480 51.408∗∗∗ 0.001
Poland 0 0.048 0.968 27.090 0.300 3.222 1.000
Portugal 0 0.050 0.806 24.995 0.406 21.817 0.590
Slovak Republic 0 0.045 0.985 20.750 0.653 1.997 1.000
Slovenia 0 0.063 0.867 32.892 0.106 76.016∗∗∗ 0.000
Spain 21 0.062 0.521 33.046 0.103 36.485∗∗ 0.049
Sweden 0 0.066 0.369 24.366 0.441 46.361∗∗∗ 0.004
Turkey 0 0.070 0.933 26.409 0.333 24.943 0.409
United Kingdom 0 0.053 0.654 24.242 0.448 28.535 0.238
United States 0 0.040 0.647 25.021 0.405 1.929 1.000
Test 1 - Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on discretization error.
H0: Discretization error is uniformly distributed over [0, 1].
Test 2 - Ljung-Box test on 25 lags of the discretization error
H0: Discretization error is independently distributed (no autocorrelation).
Test 3 - Ljung-Box test of the discretization error against 25 lags of the discretization series
H0: Discretization error is not correlated with discretized series.
‘∗’ indicates significance at the 10% level, ‘∗∗’ at the 5% level and ‘∗ ∗ ∗’ at the 1% level.
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Table 11: Quantization statistics of monthly year-on-year industrial output growth rate, 7-bit resolution.
/∈ KS test LB autocorr. test LB crosscorr. test
Country [−2, 20] Stat p-value Stat p-value Stat p-value
Austria 0 0.039 0.989 22.062 0.576 2.822 1.000
Belgium 0 0.056 0.592 18.993 0.752 34.733∗ 0.072
Canada 0 0.030 0.933 19.944 0.700 0.109 1.000
Chile 2 0.053 0.946 13.051 0.965 21.919 0.584
Czech Republic 0 0.072 0.596 22.941 0.523 38.372∗∗ 0.032
Denmark 0 0.042 0.881 15.299 0.912 11.780 0.982
Estonia 0 0.040 0.996 27.118 0.299 35.045∗ 0.068
euro area 0 0.048 0.968 24.401 0.439 7.660 0.999
Finland 0 0.041 0.949 60.501∗∗∗ 0.000 1.149 1.000
France 0 0.040 0.922 16.948 0.851 5.113 1.000
Germany 0 0.035 0.994 16.855 0.855 9.268 0.997
Greece 7 0.056 0.908 19.857 0.705 3.019 1.000
Hungary 1 0.036 0.998 45.794∗∗∗ 0.005 13.150 0.964
Iceland 0 0.065 0.922 24.840 0.415 2.045 1.000
Ireland 14 0.093∗ 0.074 90.870∗∗∗ 0.000 145.022∗∗∗ 0.000
Italy 0 0.037 0.985 18.675 0.769 17.572 0.823
Japan 8 0.023 0.993 24.730 0.421 1.616 1.000
Korea 0 0.048 0.885 25.052 0.403 4.191 1.000
Luxembourg 0 0.029 0.997 16.734 0.860 6.292 1.000
Mexico 67 0.121∗∗ 0.014 25.781 0.364 7.127 1.000
Netherlands 0 0.034 0.977 17.361 0.833 17.928 0.806
Norway 0 0.062 0.584 14.902 0.924 4.159 1.000
Poland 0 0.048 0.968 18.606 0.773 2.342 1.000
Portugal 0 0.038 0.975 28.016 0.259 4.778 1.000
Slovak Republic 0 0.051 0.958 26.252 0.340 33.861∗ 0.087
Slovenia 0 0.075 0.700 43.501∗∗∗ 0.009 54.695∗∗∗ 0.000
Spain 0 0.035 0.982 27.349 0.288 19.131 0.745
Sweden 0 0.037 0.954 25.841 0.361 31.813 0.132
Turkey 0 0.096 0.642 14.546 0.933 1.398 1.000
United Kingdom 0 0.040 0.922 13.492 0.957 1.976 1.000
United States 0 0.025 0.982 34.707∗ 0.073 28.158 0.253
Test 1 - Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on discretization error.
H0: Discretization error is uniformly distributed over [0, 1].
Test 2 - Ljung-Box test on 25 lags of the discretization error
H0: Discretization error is independently distributed (no autocorrelation).
Test 3 - Ljung-Box test of the discretization error against 25 lags of the discretization series
H0: Discretization error is not correlated with discretized series.
‘∗’ indicates significance at the 10% level, ‘∗∗’ at the 5% level and ‘∗ ∗ ∗’ at the 1% level.
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Table 12: Quantization statistics of monthly year-on-year CPI inflation rate, 7-bit resolution.
/∈ KS test LB autocorr. test LB crosscorr. test
Country [−2, 20] Stat p-value Stat p-value Stat p-value
Austria 0 0.039 0.989 22.088 0.631 3.040 1.000
Belgium 0 0.056 0.592 19.152 0.790 36.047∗ 0.071
Canada 0 0.030 0.933 19.981 0.748 0.109 1.000
Chile 2 0.053 0.946 13.051 0.976 22.524 0.605
Czech Republic 0 0.072 0.596 23.410 0.554 39.922∗∗ 0.030
Denmark 0 0.042 0.881 15.836 0.920 12.218 0.985
Estonia 0 0.040 0.996 27.217 0.345 36.469∗ 0.065
euro area 0 0.048 0.968 24.463 0.493 7.770 1.000
Finland 0 0.041 0.949 68.839∗∗∗ 0.000 1.249 1.000
France 0 0.040 0.922 16.960 0.883 5.189 1.000
Germany 0 0.035 0.994 18.018 0.842 9.450 0.998
Greece 7 0.056 0.908 20.093 0.742 3.209 1.000
Hungary 1 0.036 0.998 45.985∗∗∗ 0.006 13.404 0.971
Iceland 0 0.065 0.922 25.497 0.435 2.452 1.000
Ireland 14 0.093∗ 0.074 95.827∗∗∗ 0.000 148.423∗∗∗ 0.000
Italy 0 0.037 0.985 19.113 0.792 18.273 0.831
Japan 8 0.023 0.993 24.748 0.477 1.751 1.000
Korea 0 0.048 0.885 33.304 0.124 4.199 1.000
Luxembourg 0 0.029 0.997 21.682 0.654 6.568 1.000
Mexico 67 0.121∗∗ 0.014 25.975 0.409 7.286 1.000
Netherlands 0 0.034 0.977 17.560 0.860 19.527 0.771
Norway 0 0.062 0.584 15.747 0.922 4.161 1.000
Poland 0 0.048 0.968 18.620 0.815 2.363 1.000
Portugal 0 0.038 0.975 28.277 0.295 4.896 1.000
Slovak Republic 0 0.051 0.958 26.300 0.392 34.680∗ 0.094
Slovenia 0 0.075 0.700 44.166∗∗ 0.010 55.977∗∗∗ 0.000
Spain 0 0.035 0.982 27.955 0.310 20.129 0.740
Sweden 0 0.037 0.954 25.876 0.414 32.972 0.132
Turkey 0 0.096 0.642 14.789 0.946 1.421 1.000
United Kingdom 0 0.040 0.922 13.714 0.966 2.007 1.000
United States 0 0.025 0.982 38.525∗∗ 0.041 30.495 0.206
Test 1 - Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on discretization error.
H0: Discretization error is uniformly distributed over [0, 1].
Test 2 - Ljung-Box test on 25 lags of the discretization error
H0: Discretization error is independently distributed (no autocorrelation).
Test 3 - Ljung-Box test of the discretization error against 25 lags of the discretization series
H0: Discretization error is not correlated with discretized series.
‘∗’ indicates significance at the 10% level, ‘∗∗’ at the 5% level and ‘∗ ∗ ∗’ at the 1% level.
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Annex D: Eurace@Unibi parameter list
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Table 13: Full list of parameters in the Eurace@Unibi model. Parameters with ranges indicated in column
4 have been used in this paper for the empirical validation exercise.
Symbol Description Default Range
Household sector
ϑ Income tax rate 0.05 [0.01, 0.10]
u Unemployment benefit percentage 0.70
κ Marginal propensity to save 0.1
Φ Target wealth/income ratio 16.67
Th Mean individual income periods 6
Consumption goods
γc Logit parameter for consumption choice 12 [0, 40]
χ Service level for the expected demand 0.8
ρ Discount rate of forecast profit flows 0.02
Investment goods
pv0 Initial capital price 20
P[Innovation] Probability of successful innovation 0.025
∆ Slope of technological frontier 0.025 [0, 0.07]
λ Bargaining power of the capital goods producer 0.5
γv Logit parameter for vintage choice 30.0 [20, 40]
δ Capital depreciation rate 0.01
Credit market
T Debt repayment period 18 [6, 48]
ϕdebt Debt rescaling factor 0.30
rc Central Bank policy rate 0.05 [0.01, 0.10]
e = e Markdown and markup on rc for interest rates16 0.10
λB Weight of default probability in interest rate rule 3
α Max. risk-based leverage ratio 10
α−1 Min. Capital Adequacy Requirement (CAR) 0.10
β Min. Reserve Ratio Requirement (RRR) 0.10
Financial market
d Dividend payout ratio 0.70 [0, 1]
m Threshold to pay full dividends (firms) 0.5
λix Parameter price adjustment rule 1.0
c = c Limit on down/upward price changes of risky asset 0.10
Labour market
ϕbase Adjustment rate of base wage offer 0.01 [0, 0.01]
ψ Adjustment rate of reservation wage 0.01
ηmonth Applications per month 5
ηday Applications per day 3
[%, %] Uniform distr. for random dismissals [0, 0.10]
γgen Logit parameter applicant selection (general skills) 0.5
Ccomm Fixed commuting costs 1.0
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